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this page Craig Price
and India Rostad enjoy
the view from the balcony
overlooking Scarborough
beach. The home’s steel
framework extends out to
form a monopitch roof that
houses solar panels opposite
Dramatic cliffs drop off into
the Atlantic Ocean as you
approach Scarborough

HOME SCARBOROUGH

BE T TER NATURE
The sophisticated, minimalist design of Craig Price’s Synergy Tree
House in Scarborough dissolves the boundaries between the home
and its setting on the mountainside at the edge of the Atlantic Ocean
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“

It’s hard to tell where
the boundary lies
between the beautifully
low-key interiors and
the great outdoors

”

HOME SCARBOROUGH
this page The home’s interiors flow
seamlessly to the exterior living spaces
via glass walls that fold away. The front
verandah is perfectly positioned for
drinks with a view. The teak Dario sofa
from Weylandts was reupholstered
in outdoor fabric from Mavromac.
The Vietnamese Water Lily and Pond
concrete stools are from Weylandts
opposite Craig’s business colleague
and good friend India Rostad is a Life
Alignment practitioner

he design of Craig Price’s Synergy
Tree House in Scarborough is
deceptively simple: modular
spaces are connected by balau
pathways that wind up through
the leafy, sloping garden. Look a
little closer and you’ll discover an experiment in structure, form and enclosure that gives the
house a unique architectural character.
‘A tree house should never overpower the tree in which it is built,’ says professional treehouse designer Jeanie Stiles. Craig’s beachfront escape winds through and among the trees
on an ocean-facing mountain slope with particular grace and sensitivity. The steel-framed
wood panels, sheer glass walls and doors that slide away completely make it hard to tell
where the boundary lies between the beautifully low-key interiors and the great outdoors.
Craig originally lived next door. His ﬁrst home had a braai pit accessed via a path through
the steep, scrambling garden. Craig decided to build a convenient kitchen boma in situ.
This was the seedling that grew into today’s mature Tree House. Justin Willis, a builder and
Scarborough local was a frequent guest at Craig’s braais; together, the two friends imagined,
planned and paced out every single element of this tranquil escape.
The process was organic, allowing Craig to be unusually responsive to the climatic and
site conditions. ‘Designing and creating Synergy Tree House was like stroking a paintbrush
across canvas. It just ﬂowed naturally, as if the land was instructing the creators what to do.
We started off planning to build only a kitchen. The home just grew and grew,’ he says. ‘I
was forced to stop when I wanted to excavate under the top bedroom to put in a wine cellar.
Justin put his foot down.’
The result – an architectural steel structure clothed in a textured skin of panelled wood,
glass, steel and stone – creates an unusual experience of space and light that sits lightly on the
mountainside. Steel beams form the bones of the house. This skeleton is clad with wooden
panels – certiﬁed cedar in the main living space and kitchen; American blackwood in the
luxurious double bedroom and bathroom at the top of the property. Nutec panels painted in
a natural dark hue blend into the indigenous fynbos on the mountainside. Frameless glass
windows and doors concertina and slide away, allowing walls to simply disappear.
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this page The
balau steps lead up
to the ‘Nest’ double
bedroom suite opposite
Master stonemason
Rogers Sayi crafted the
firepit using local Table
Mountain sandstone

HOME SCARBOROUGH

The downstairs master bedroom suite overlooking a navy-blue
plunge pool is an exercise in glass, stone and Quartz Carpet.
The master suite features a feng shui water channel. Overall,
the home has a strict palette of textures: wood panelling,
exposed stone, glass and steel and exposed nuts and bolts. The
precision and quality of each element deﬁne the home, giving
it a sophisticated edge. In the tech-savvy kitchen – designed by
master craftsman Andy de Klerk – an extractor rises up out of
the central cooking island at the touch of a button. The island
and counters are clad in charcoal Neolith in a satisfying and
sleek contrast to the cedarwood-panelled walls.
The home’s interiors were decorated under the professional
eye of Lisa Fabbri. Texture is key and bright colours are used sparingly to add fresh notes and echo the
saturated hues of the sea and sky in summer. Comfort was the single most important factor. After a day
on the beach, visitors are invited to sprawl on chairs and loungers for sundowner cocktails.
Given the house’s location on the weather-exposed tip of the Cape of Storms, Craig has
accommodated the wind that makes Scarborough a magnet for fellow kitesurfers – you can slide away
different windows or doors to create a still sanctuary or embrace the fresh air. For the garden, he sought
out the input of another savvy local – landscaper and ‘conscious gardener’ Mark Wellens, who helped
to install a clever grey-water system. ‘This garden offered me a sense of grounding that was the starting
point for the ﬁrst of many visions for the home’s design,’ explains Craig. ‘It had to be a place that shelters
and feeds our diverse insect and birdlife indigenous to the area.’
A canopy of branches shelters Synergy Tree House’s dining room on the balau deck – the heart of this
home. A luxurious carpet, recycled teak furniture, a roof of leaves and the sea sparkling in the distance
all combine to form Craig’s favourite space. ‘I feel the whole house was made for this,’ he says. Q

“
”

The dining room on the balau
deck under the shade of the
trees is the heart of this home

this page Helen's bedroom
is spacious, open yet private
– the French antique bed
and silk Hereke rug introduce
romantic elements in the sleek
space opposite A gilt mirror
finds new life with a sticker
addition; antique chairs were
reupholstered in towell
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this page Perched at the top end of the
property is the ‘Nest’. Furnishings are
deliberately stripped back. Narrow
balau strips form a statement ceiling; the
floor is covered in engineered oak. The
blackwood cabinet at the foot of the
bed conceals a TV that slides up at the
touch of a button opposite The modular
‘Nest’ bathroom tucked under the trees
has a glass ceiling and windows that
give you the feeling of showering in the
fresh air

“
”

The precision and quality
of each element define
the home, giving it a
sophisticated edge

HOME SCARBOROUGH
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shop the look .
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Cabanas can be sophisticated:
choose decor that has clean lines in
colours that echo wood and water
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1. (from left) Diamond Black white body ceramic rectified wall tile R581/m2, Ferreiras Minori Shower fabric R958/m, Hertex Legno Range
Living walnut oil flooring R695/m2, Oggie 2. Riga chair R3 000 excluding fabric, Woodbender 3. Evora platter R259, @Home 4. Large storage
jar in Marseille R720; Signature round Casserole pot in Marseille R2 050, both Le Creuset 5. Velvet stitched scatter cushion R495, Weylandts
6. Air Chair in solid Kiaat with Nylon Braid Strap R2 079, Korongwe Furniture 7. Cube coffee table from R14 500, Ebony Curated 8. Medium
bucket vase R295, Weylandts 9. Solid raw oak side table on tapered legs R6 690, LIM 10. Jambi grande basket R1 795, SHF 11. Small
Colour-Me-Bright beakers R340 each, Clementina 12. Tribu Vis à Vis lounger R41 450, Marlanteak
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